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About This Game

What is it?

Melordandek is a puzzle game. Its main concept is to find a path to walk on every tiles inside a map, and to walk on them only a
single time.
It contains:

- More than 200 levels
- An increasing difficulty

- An intermittent scenario throughout the game
- A black futuristic universe

Story

You are with Dnasack, a maverick and a computer viruses expert from the Infernal Horde. He managed to penetrate into the
capital of the White Union.

He is accompanied by two warriors, a weapon expert and a magic expert which are his servants.

They have a mission: one by one, they must defeat the city's computer defenses while searching for the final target: the base
housing the military strategy super-processor.

The super-processor's take will be a guarantee of victory for the Infernal Horde when the great assault will happen.
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Title: Melordandek
Genre: Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Hanged Bunny Studio
Publisher:
Hanged Bunny Studio
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,French
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Early Access Patch Notes - 4.6.2019:
Dear Adventurers,

Welcome to the latest official patch notes for Ring of Elysium’s Early Access phase, here are the full details:

Bug Fixes. New update - November 14, 2016:
1) Fixed a bug with wrong name of the German command tanks.
2) Quick battle settings are reset to default when creating new profile.
3) German spotters on APC divided into 2 groups.
4) Fixed a bug with choosing smoke shells when doing observed fire.
5) Fixed a bug with the armor level indication on the tactical diagram in the game.
6) Added indication of rearming to captures in operation, changed the output format of the platoons composition list.
7) Fixed a bug that caused the appearance of battles without the attack direction arrow on the operational map.
8) Removed the possibility of designating a reinforced company.
9) Changed the algorithm of collecting captures after a battle.
10) Fixed a bug with termination of observed fire when reaching the maximum level of adjustment.
11) Changed the user manual, added a section on the use of captures.
12) Fixed a bug with movement of 50 mm mortar (and other heavy infantry weapons) crews over short distances.. New Mini
Update Live!:
Hey everyone! We've just released the penultimate story update for Max's Big Bust!

This update comes in at 10,000 words and reveals some pretty major story details. A fan favourite character dies, the villain is
revealed, and Holly buys a bunch of new outfits! There's even a new animated sequence!

Check out the update and let us know what you think! If you find any bugs or errors, leave us a message or send an email to 
lachedupgames@gmail.com and we'll get it fixed.

It's not too long until the final update now! Thanks again to everyone for making all of this possible!

Cheers :)
Lach. Dog Barley-Break 2 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1056150/Dog_BarleyBreak_2/. Patch V.0.9005 is now live! Map improvements, bug
fixes and a new Racing chat channel:
Hello Pioneers!

We have a mixture of bug fixes and improvements for you this week. After taking part in the Back to Robinson’s Island race last
week, we noticed that there were a couple of racing features that we could add to make it more fun to sail with a crew! Let us
know what you think of these changes in the forums.

You can see the full list of changes in the patch notes below:

Patch V.0.9005
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